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Objectives:Gearsareprime

machine
element
membersinmanyofthepowertransmissiondevices. Properdesignandselection ofefficient
gearingsystemimprovesthe o v e r a l l efficiencyofthesystem. Force analysis on gears and
various dimensions of gears based on static , dynamic and wear considerations covered in this
course. Gear failure and optimum gear design is also focused.
Course

Course Outcomes:

Upon successful completion of this course student should be able to:






Analyze forces acting on gear
Design various types of gears under static and dynamic loading
Identify the gear failures
Design gear box and selection of gear trains
Apply optimization principles to design gear against strength, space,size, weight etc.

SKILLS ACQUIRED:

1. Force analysis on gears
2.Power transmitted by gears evaluation
3. Gear dimension and other parameters estimation
4. Gear failure analysis and able to suggest remedies
5. Gear box design
6.Gear design optimization

UNIT–I
Introduction :
Principles of gear tooth action, Generation of Cycloid and Involute
gears, fundamental law of gearing, contact ratio, gear manufacturing processes ,gear
tooth failure modes, stresses.
Spur Gears : Tooth loads, Principles of Geometry,
Design considerations and
methodology, Complete design
ofspurgearteethconsidering Lewisbeamstrength,
Buckingham’s dynamic load andwearload,.
UNIT–II
Helical Gears : Helical gear geometry, helical gear forces, virtual number of teeth,
contact ratio, Design considerations ,Completedesignofhelicalgearteethconsidering
Lewisbeamstrength,Buckingham’s dynamicload andwearload,.
Bevel Gears :
Tooth loads, Principles of Geometry, Design considerations and
methodology,
Complete
designofbevelgearteethconsidering
Lewisbeamstrength,Buckingham’s dynamicload andwearload,
UNIT–III
Worm Gears : Nomenclature of worm and worm wheel, materials for worm gears,
methodology, Complete
forces on worm wheels, , Design considerations and
designofwormgearteethconsidering Lewisbeamstrength,Buckingham’s dynamicload
andwearload,Heatdissipationconsiderations.
GearFailures:
Analysisofgeartoothfailures,Nomenclature
ofgear
tooth
br
toothwearandfailure,
eakage,pitting,scoring,wear,overloading,gearcausingproblems,lubricationfailures.
UNIT–IV
GearTrains:
Simple,compound
andepicyclicgeartrains,Raydiagrams,Designofagearboxof
anautomobile,Designofgeartrainsfromthepropellershaftsofairplanesforauxiliarysystems.
UNIT–V
OptimalGeardesign:
Optimizationofgeardesignparameters,Weightminimization,Constraintsin geartraindesignspace,
interference,strength,dynamicconsiderations,
rigidityetc. Compactdesign
ofgeartrains,multiobjectiveoptimizationofgeartrains.

ACTIVITIES:1. Spur gear design for the given power requirement based on space constraints.
2. Helical gear design based on static and wear considerations.
3. Bevel gear design for differential In automobile applications.
4. Ray diagram preparation and gear box design for machine tool applications.
5. Gear design optimization with space , weight and cost constraints.
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